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It Is Being Persistent That Gets You There …
The first Iranian-American Center in the United States had its official opening in San Diego,
on December 8, 2013, with a reception to thank donors who had the vision to support and
bring about this Center. The Center is to be used for many community purposes, but NOT for
political or religious events.
Several months ago a committee was formed to plan the opening reception and its logistics.
Almost every week we sat in the main hall amid piles of construction debris while the ceiling
was being raised, floors were re-done, library shelves being completed and painted along
with walls and paintings. We shared something to eat, discussed, argued, laughed found
resolutions and for sure thought “CAN WE PULL IT OFF ON TIME?”. Trust me when I
tell you that team members were on top of ladders finishing some final touches just minutes
before the arrival of guests. Yet, we stood at the doorway to welcome invited guests on time,
with much pride and happiness.
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Afshin Asgharian Nahavandi, Anahita
Many were in amazement, many with tears and much joy that finally we had four walls to Babaei, Bahar Bagherpour, Behnam Heydari,
call our own!
Gity Nematollahi, Hamid Rafizadeh,
Farideh Rasouli-Fazel, Ali Sadr, Shahla Salah,
Abdy Salimi and Golsa Soraya

It has been a long journey of many years and finally we have arrived at home base, a Center
for all to use and support and preserve our cultural heritage for future generations.

Many of you are aware that for nearly 20 years we have spoken and tossed the ball back and
forth regarding this project. Some gave up. However, the persistency of those who were
determined to make this happen and the back up support of those who stayed focused with us
are what made the dream a reality. If you really believe in something, if you have the vision,
and if you can bring in the financial support to back up the dream, then you can have the first
Iranian-American Center in our new homeland.
I chose to write about this project mostly to encourage different groups throughout the
country to take the step to plan something similar in the area that they live. Don’t give up,
for there are many many wonderful Iranian immigrants who would without doubt join in
to help you financially and as a volunteer to make this happen. It won’t be easy, and you
need to compromise on ideas and plans, but let it be a team effort for it to be successful.
Individualism destroys the end results, but teamwork brings uplifted spirit to build, support
and plan the management process.
We have now generations of American-Iranians, children and grandchildren who are born
here and know themselves as Americans. If we the elder generation have the wisdom and
really want to preserve some of the finer points of their Iranian heritage for them and have
them interested to preserve it in future years then our new Center might be the answer.
We are on the doorsteps of 2014, in wishing you all a joyous Season of Peace and a very
Happy New Year, may this year be the year for hopes and resolutions reached.
Keep in mind that hunger is the number one killer of children globally.
HOPE NEEDS HEROES! Save a Life! It is a glorious reward.
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PCC NEWS

The Board of Directors held their monthly meeting, per usual, and
the topics of discussion at this session were Financial Affairs;
Arts and Culture Programming such as concerts and including
our cultural celebrations of Mehregan, Yalda, Nowrooz ; the new
Iranian-American Center Programming; and planning other events
throughout the City and the year.

OTHER EVENTS

The Board of Directors strongly URGE you and invite you, the public,
to please join various Committees and help our BOD volunteers in
various aspects of organization. Please call the PCC office for further
information : PCC@pccsd.org or call us at: 858-552-9355

The Yalda tradition was also honored at ISSD with our children at the
school site,as well as, on Sunday December 21 at Rancho Bernardo
Tennis Club with all the families as a dinner (pot-luck) event. This
is a fabulous and fun event for all the kids as they get to hang out
with the family, play games and win prizes! And the adults enjoy
socializing and dancing, whilst close to their kids.

HAMNAVAZAAN & PARISSA
With the endless efforts of the Cultural Committee we were able to
bring you the group HAMNAVAZAAN & PARRISSA on November
16th at the Neuroscience venue and the audience were treated to
an unbelievable night of Persian music. The quality of performance
and caliber of music was rare and most enjoyable. We enjoyed
some original compositions in a friendly and family environment.
The presence of such musicians and guests is a blessing and rare
occasion in our fine city of San Diego. We encourage all our members
and PCC friends to take advantage of such events and brings others
to enjoy and be exposed to our culture and music.

WRITING WORKSHOPS
Another event prepared/organized for PCC members & the Public
was the WRITING WORKSHOPS ,headed by renowned Author, Mr.
ABBAS MAROUFI from 18th to 30th November and this took place
proudly in our new building “ CENTER” at Top Gun Street. The
subjects were very interesting, creative and informative. This event
was very well attended and well received; PCC hopes to host another
such workshop very soon.

The celebration of YALDA 2013 took place at Sufi Restaurant on
December 20th ; the entertainment was provided by vocalist ROYA
and her music ensemble, dancers and DJ fun continuing to the late
hours of the night in true Yalda tradition!

OPENING PARTY OF
THE IRANIAN-AMERICAN CENTER
“ MARKAZ” – By Golsa Soraya
This proud and wonderful event took place on December 8th with
the presence of the major contributors/donors. As a relatively new
member of the Board I was ecstatic to be part of this celebration,
imagine the pride of all the seasoned Board members. All Board
members were in tears with the sheer joy of standing in our own
building, an event that for some has taken 20 years to come to
fruition. Still , this is just a baby step to a much bigger Facility that the
Board envisions, and we hope to keep expanding to a property that
can also house our ISSD kids and school.

Further the STORY TELLING sessions were conducted by Ms. Moniroo
Ravanipoor, Abbas Maroufi and guest author Mojgan Ghazirad,
which turned out to be intoxicating, full of poetry and love, with over
60 attendees in the new Center and the energetic appreciation of
the public was most appreciated by the Board Members. Our local
artist Mr. Kouroush Tagavi opened with his beautiful music and Mrs.
Maryam Iravaniyan was the welcoming MC.

The new stage, completed only minutes before the event, welcomed
young performers. Various groups of students and our youth
performed music and song for the audience, and we all enjoyed
a delicious catering spread Amir. Cocktail tables were placed in
the space that will later be used for performances, gatherings and
meetings. Our new Library was converted to a delicious desert room
and the newly built book shelves smiled in the background as the
crowd circled to enjoy the pastries. All the BOD were present and
helped behind the scenes, as well as, hosting the event, serving wine
and smiles. This was proud moment for all of us as we enjoyed our
building, the talent of the youth and the fruits of our labor in every
aspect!

Ms. Ravanipoor is one of our famous authors, who has been
residing in state of Nevada since 2007,and she continues her writing
activity with such workshops and internet sessions. She invited the
workshop attendees to 3 beautiful story pieces: “ Nare-ye Mastaneh”
, “ Kaftar-e Koshteh Parandan Nadarad” and “ Dar Meydane Sorgh
Miraghsam”.

Ali Sadr gave an account of the BOD efforts/funds, and asked for the
support of Public/members in funds and volunteers work. Shahri
Estakhry also spoke to the guests. Many responded by pledging
funds for the building, as PCC is trying to pay up the incurred
renovations costs & building loan as soon as possible. We still need
your contributions and man/woman power to make events possible.

These wonderful sessions concluded with question and answer
period; as well as book signing – the authors had their books available
for those interested. Some of the Board members /volunteers were
hosting this program and we thank all responsible for putting this
fabulous program together!

PCC and Board of Directors thank you for your support and urge you
to talk to your friends and those interested in the Persian Culture (
be it Iranian or American) to help us via volunteer work, bringing
sponsors for events, getting friends to help with committees, or any
other way you see fit.
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We would like to thank all of you who have contributed to the building fund so far; your vision and
generosity will serve generations of Iranian - Americans and San Diegans in the future.

Add yours or a loved one’s name to this list.
Supporter Tier 1 (up to $499)
Shirin Abbaspour
Arya & Darya Abolmaali
Halleh & Stewart Akbarnia/Jester
Ali Alipour
Mohammad & Hengameh Ayari
Ariana Ayazi
Farhad Bahrami
Omid Bakhtar
Bahar Bakhtar
Baradaran Family
Bahman Baviolin Studios
Hassan Behdadnia
Leila Bolandgray- Al Naser
Shahriyar & Nauzi Dadkhah
Shabnam & Nauzli Dadkhah
Manouchehr Dadkhah
Shahram& Marjan Daneshmand
Ebrahim Davodi Far
Sam Farahani
Bijan Detra
Michael Emami
Parinaz Farahanchi
Davoud Farsoudi
Fazeli Cellars
Mir F. Feizi
Gary & Zohreh Ghahremani
Afsar Gharachorloo
Nazli Ghassemi
Mahasti Ghazi
Ali & Mahshid Gholchin
Manouchehr Kavehzadeh-Memorium
Parichehr & Parviz Haghighi
Kamran Hamasian & Haleh Javidi
Pasha & Raha Hamasian
Kamran Hamidi
Mary & Jay Hanson
Basseer Honarvar
Saeed & Roxana Jalali
Bart & Katayoun Jessen
Sussan Johnsen
Paul A. Johnsen- Memorium
Julazadeh Family
Hamid & Anahita Babaei Kalantar
Omid Kalantar
Tom Karlo
Mehdi Khalili
Mohammad Khalili
Ali & Roya Fathi Amini Khorsandian
Piruz & Madiha Khorvash
Adele Merati
Shahram & Elham Akbari- Aghbolagh Moafipoor
Azita Moalemi- Memorium
Dr. Parisa Moalemi- Memorium
Moezzi, Ahmad & Jazbieh

Nasrin Mojaver
Robert Morgan
Shiva Nafezi
Ghazaleh Nazari
Giti Nematollahi
Saeid &Nooshin Noori Bushehri
Nasser & Ruby Ovissi
Parisa & Ebrahim Piryesh
Bardia & Leila Pishdad
Promaster Auto
Fred Raafat
Idin Rafiee Khamenesh
N. & F. Rassoulian
Ali Roboubi- Memorium
Ali & Ludi Sadr
Ideen Sadr
Amirah Sadre
Mina Sagheb & Yassmin Haerizadeh
Shauhin Salehyan
Rana Salimi
Fereidoun & Marie Akbar Samimi
Massoud & Puneh Sammak
Ramin & Azita Sarraf
Sepanta Sarraf
Akram Zarpour
Zarin Shaghaghi
Hamid & Zohreh Shaghaghi
Elwynn Shaghaghi
Rouhandokht Shaghaghi
Romteen Shahrokhi
Benny Shamlou
Homa Smith
Mohammad Tafazzoli
Kourosh, Sara & Nava Taghavi
Parisa Tehrani
Hamid & Mataneh Tahriri
Khojasteh Turner
Ensiyeh Vahid Moghaddam
Iraj & Touba Varzi
Omid Yousefi

Mehdi & Parisa Amini Naraghi
Ramin Radsan
Dara & Maryam Rahnema
Ahmad & Shahla Sadeghi
Sadeghi-Kabakibi family
Rahim & Soussan Sadegholvad
Moe Siry

Patron ($1,000 to $1,999)
Afshar Family
Pouya Afshar
Houshang and Farihan Akbarian
Ramin Amani
Mahmoud Amirnovin
Shawn & Noushin Bagheri
Cyrus Bahramsoltani
Mehri, Bahar, and Hussien Bagherpour
Helmar & Nasli Bayer
Dean Chaffee
Farshid & Tracy Dini
Abdolhadi & Mohamad Ali &
Sakineh Douraghizadeh
Aghdas & Forough & Fakrieh Douraghizadeh
Sina & Nahid Emami
Ali Fakhimi
Ali & Anna Gheissari
Amir Gowhari
Fredun & Hedwig Hojabri
Reza & Maryam Hekmat
Mahin (Heravi) Hendi
Mohsen & Cher Rafiee Jabbari
Saryas Jaff
Shila Jalali
Javid Javdani
Kaveh Kohani
Majid Kharrati & Sheri Babaki
MA Engineers, Inc.
Ali & Mahasa Mesri
Cyrus Nakhshab
Julius Nemovi
Maryam Noor
Supporter Tier 2 ($500-$999) Jamile Palizban & Gerry Block
Mozzayan Bagherzadeh Memorium
Pirouzian Family
Mojdeh Akhavan
Ebrahim Rafiee Family
Rosita Bagheri
Hossain & Sima Ronaghy
Mehdi Dadgar- Kiani
Hassan Ronaghy
Yahya & Nasrin Dashti Faramarzi
Faramarz & Masi Sabouri
Azadeh Foroutan
Sarina Sabouri
Mohssen Tarighati
Gholamreza & Narges Safarian
Moin Heydari
Sara Shokouhi
Katbab Family
Hanna Shokouhi
Homayoun Khadivi
United Technologies
Mani Mirbagheri
Bijan & Sholeh Zayer
Fatemah & Hossein Nabai

Bronze ($2,000 to $4,999)
Vahe Akashian, RASHT Iran 1927-2010
Assadian Family
Shayan & Romteen Azmoodeh
Hamid & Fariba (Babakhani) Ghazi
Atusa, Kimia, Darius Hangafarin
Shaghayegh Hanson
John Hanson
Zagros, Neema, Mohammad & Shokouh Heivand
Afshin & Malay A. Nahavandi
Layla & Arya A. Nahavandi
Nourbakhsh - Otis Family
Vahidi- Paymai Family
Mehrangiz, David and Roxana Purtee
Hamid and Parisa Rafizadeh
Seth Sprague Educational and
Charitable Foundation (Irene De Watteville)
Reza Shahidi
Hushmand, Homa, Hoormazd
and Mehrdad Yazdani
Silver ($5,000 to $9,999)
Behrooz Abdi
Sarah Aghassi
Shahri Estakhry (Aghassi)
Gita Izadi
Maz Jobrani
Atoosa Katouzian – Memorium
Cameron & Sophia Khoroushi
Mahmood &Fereshteh Mahdavi
Behnam & Noushin( Berjis) Malek Khosravi
Ali & Haida(Massoud) Mojdehi
Ramin Pourtemour
Shahla Salah
Hassan & Nayer Samadi
Ali and Hossein Samadi
Majid & Negar Shahbaz
Mohammad Shahri
Masoud & Nazila Shahri
Gold ($10,000 to 24,999)
Behrooz & Nasrin (Owsia) Akbarnia
Arsalan & Sholeh Dadkhah
Jafar Farnam and Family
Farnam Family
Katouzian Family
Fred & Gita (Khadiri) Khoroushi
Amir Pirozan Memorium
Nasser Ostad (Rite Family Dental)
Abdy and Molouk Salimi
Akbar & Fariba Shokouhi
Platinum ($25,000 to $50,000)
Tayebi Family
Qualcomm
Tier I Founder ($100,000)
Tier II Founder ($200,000)
Persian Cultural Center
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Aria Fani

Persian Poetry Today

“We too have a paradise:”
a poem by Esmail Khoi

Esmail Khoi (b. 1938) is a contemporary Persian-language poet who
lives in the United Kingdom. He was born in Mashhad where he
received his elementary and secondary education. In pursuit of higher
education, he moved to Iran’s capital and enrolled in Tehran Teachers
Training College. Following his graduation in 1961, he moved to
England and received his doctorate in philosophy from the University
of London five years later. Upon his graduation, he returned to his
homeland and taught in Tehran until SAVAK—Shah’s secret police—
banned him from teaching. Following the Iranian Revolution (1979),
Khoi found himself under more restrictions; he disappeared from the
public eye for a few years before permanently leaving Iran for the
United Kingdom in 1983.
In Iran, Khoi played a significant role in the establishment of kanun-e
nevisandegân (Writer’s Association of Iran) in 1969 and served two
terms on its board of directors. As a distinguished literary figure living
in exile, Khoi has been an outspoken critic of the Islamic Republic.
Voice of Exile (Omega Printing, 2002) is Khoi’s first English-language
collection of poems. His Persian poems have been translated into a
number of languages including French, Russian, and Hindi. The
English translations of his verse (translated by Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak
and Michael Beard) include Edges of Poetry (Blue Lagos Press, 1995)
and Outlandia: Songs of Exile (Nik Publishers, 1999).
Khoi’s poem, yek chehreh az sa’id (A Portrait of Saeed) comments on a
historical event, the execution of Saeed Soltanpour (1940-1981) by the
Islamic Republic. A friend of Khoi, Soltanpour was a poet, playwright
and a member of the Fedaʾiyan-e Khalq Organization. Samad Alavi,
scholar of Persian poetry, writes, “A Portrait of Saeed resists the
execution of Soltanpour by speaking for the silenced individual. The
poem contests the notion that execution can achieve a total erasure; its
subject has been killed, but the margins continue to be expressed in
the poet’s verse.” Direct, unapologetic and confrontational, A Portrait
of Saeed demonstrates distinct qualities of the poetics of commitment,
lending its poetic idiom to the expression of social struggle and
political ideals. In response to political repression and the rapid pace
of westernization, the notion of taʿahud, or commitment, (re)emerged
as a dominant discourse in the 1960s and 70s, and early 1980s. The
poetic persona, perceived as a sloganeer, lent itself to a new vernacular
that influenced aesthetic expressions of the period. Committed writers
(and committed readers) inscribed a direct relation between poet,
poetry and political struggle. Although through variegated poetics of
commitment, figures such as Ismail Khoi, Saeed Soltanpour, Khosrow
Golsorkhi (1944-1974), Ahmad Shamlu (1925-2000), Mohammad
Mokhtari (1942-98) and many others declared that a poetry divorced
from political life only belied reality.
A Portrait of Saeed not only exemplifies the aesthetic features of
committed poetry but also highlights the socio-cultural milieu that
informed the literary production of this period. Although its sermonlike tone and structure as well as its direct allusions to Iran’s political
establishment may initially suggest a specific time and particular
audience, its overall sentiment is that of profound humanism.
Persian poetry goes on to traverse poetics of commitment, in all its
complexity of thought and expression, in the 1980s and 90s. With
the decline of committed poetry (and committed reading), such
poems are systematically overlooked and ignored by critics and
scholars, removed from the evolving canon of modern Persian poetry.
Containing an eventful chapter of Persian poetry and Iranian history
side by side, here is A Portrait of Saeed for the first time in English
translation.
6
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A Portrait of Saeed
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Translated by Samad Alavi

Perpetual mourning
forever grief:
Saeed-jân
the religion of the death-obsessed
wants us without splendor
			ah
how splendorless
the religion of the death-obsessed
groans and
			
ravishly gloats:
perpetual mourning
forever grief.
And so it is
so it must be
when in the tribe of pre-historic blood-drunk wolves
anachronistically
		
or rather
in this barren prolonged night
under sight of the full moon
the spellbound grief-howl of great Rabidity
spouts towards that death-imbibing I-don’t-know.
And from the pack of the wild boars
a galaxy of ominous stars
rises
which means
		
in anger’s horizon
three hundred thousand eyes
			
feverish for ruin
kindle the torch
		
meaning
this is the forest again which burns
in nocturnal fires of the great Disease.
And so it is.
And so it must be
		
until
			
-beholdThe cleverest of the leopards are
			
one by one

and
thus meaning pack by pack
			
horde by horde
at the peak of the deepest precipice
cornered by the great Helplessness.
We too give ourselves to dying
			yes
			
but
for the sake of living
and
therefore without crying.
We too lose ourselves to dying
			
			
for liberation
and
therefore with elation.

yes

but

We too have a destiny
			yes
			
but
pure
meaning
cleansed from the metaphysical lies
which we
with our free hands
			
construct.
We too have a paradise as well
			 yes
			
but
on the ground
		
meaning
a world founded on the elements
of purity and beauty and truth
when we construct this world
merrily
and with a face to prosperity
in the heart-luring direction of a great Structure.
Yes

we
have signed a pact with living
in the great Current.
And we accept death
which is a facet of being
only for what lies on this side of death
		
with a great Yes.
We die as well
		yes
			
but…
hay, hây, âhây
Gypsies of the jolliest rising, ây
dancing tulips
on a marvelously woven springtide rug!
I want all of you

		
or sun
or soil

in the name of water

or anything unspoiled
like the breeze
to sing in concordance
with the morning tide harp of the rainbow and
with the daf of raindrops and
			
with
the tanbur of overflowing springs and
			
with
the cascading santur of waterfalls and
to sing one song
towards an abundant joy
which undoubtedly grows from
and gains with
this
		
great Camaraderie.

to tell them to say for us like spring:
		
we
we worshipers of living never
		
in no way
		
like that place of graves
and we despise
corpses and corpse-fed birds of prey;
so we ordain

we sustain

a great love
until it flowers on the slopes of the great Disdain.
I want you
to tell them to tell
our refrain a thousand times
to that great Reciter.
Second of Tīr, 1360 (June 23, 1981)—Tehran

I want you
fellow wayfarers
toil sharers
tomorrow bearers
unflinching starers
from the other side of these night-terrors’ little fence
			
to be with us
to be one-voiced with us
until we
free ourselves
and deliver ourselves
into the great current
from this great Contempt.
I want you
to say on our behalf
to anyone who grows
in the spirit of this world’s spring:
we positively dislike the fall
because we too
in our own budding spirits
are from the realm of youth
		
meaning
from the essence of blossoming
and the lineage of leaves and spring
and
therefore undoubtedly
we despise anything decrepit
and from departed days.
I want you
to tell them to tell
		
of all these things
on behalf of we who bear spring
of all those anythings
that flourish from your honeyed fragrance
on the other side of dread and fear
in joyous fields of great Bounty.
I want you

Notes:
1. “Yek Chehreh Az Saʿid,” in
Kârnâmeh-ye Esmâʿil Khuʾi (Sheʿr)
Ketâb-e Dovvom (Spanga, Sweden:
Nashr-e Bârân, 1996), 66-74. Originally
published in Kâbus-e Khunsereshteh-ye
Bidârân: Daftari az Sheʿrhâ-ye Esmâʿil
Khuʾi (Bloodied Nightmare of the
Awakened: A Collection of Poems by
Esmail Khoi), 1984.
2. To read Samad Alavi’s notes and
analytical commentary on A Portrait of
Saeed, you may find his essay, entitled
“Challenging Exile: On Translating
a ‘Political’ Poem by Esmail Khoi,”
at www.lerotte.net/download/article/
articolo-109.pdf

Please direct your questions and views to

af@ariafani.com
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Annual Report of PCC’s Charity Committee/Refugees
and Newcomers Assistance

I

n November 2011, through an announcement in Peyk magazine,
PCC encouraged the Iranian Community to step forward and
assist Iranian newcomers and refugees. Even though, there are
organizations in San Diego which render assistance and resettle
refugees, most of the time newcomers’ immediate needs exceed
the provided services; this is where our Charity committee has
stepped in to take up where the services have been left off. But
this has not been possible without the generous support and help
of our volunteers, donors and supporters from our community. We
would like to express our sincere gratitude and appreciation to
the following, without whom this project would not be possible:
our sister organization Dollar a Month Fund, Alliance for African
Assistance and The Iranian Retired Physicians Group in San
Diego; without their support, cooperation and assistance we would
have not been able to achieve this result. Below is a brief report of
our activities so far:
Since PCC had expanded its charity services, we have been able to
assist 14 individuals and 10 families in need. The type of assistance
we have been providing varies; here is a list of some services
we have been providing and the number of cases received these
services: resume critiques 6, 16 job search resources, accompany
to a job interview once, 3 job placements, low-income housing
guide 7, translations (several times, as needed), communication
between families and social worker for 2 cases, collecting and
distributing donations such as kids clothing, food, small furniture
and household items (several times, as needed), supervising
spending funds from DMF for over 10 families several times,
calling utility assistance program and/or providing information 3,
filling out paperwork (several times, as needed), children school
registration 2, opening bank account once, shopping (several
times, as needed), providing transportation (several times, as
needed, representing as advocate two cases, providing loan for taxi
license once, contacting school counselor 3, making appointment
3, contacting different agencies to get funds for the family (several
times, as needed), 2 accompanying to court.
Sometimes the only thing a newly arrived family or an individual
needs is social support; it is heartwarming to know there are
people who care and are willing to help when you need them. But
our assistance is more than just support or provide resources; our
volunteers go above and beyond to help newcomers get on their
feet and go through the challenges after their arrival to San Diego.
The Iranian community has been very generous and has offered
donations, their surplus in small furniture, household items, and
clothing to the families in need. It has been a blessing to be involved
in lives of our fellow Iranian and to watch them overcome their
hardships. PCC has been very successful in promoting community
involvement, support and reciprocity. A few of our former assistant
recipients would like to give back to the community and have
signed up as volunteers now.
8
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S

ince I started serving the Iranian Community through PCC,
I have had the privilege to get to know many new people,
amazing individuals whose lives and stories are going to stay with
me forever. In my social work training, I have learned to keep my
boundaries, not get involved with my clientele. I have tried to keep
my work and volunteering activities separated from my personal
life, but sometimes I cross all the lines when I encounter amazing
people like Henare Chare family. Their story is heartbreaking and
inspiring at the same time. The Henareh Chare family was referred
to us through their social worker at San Diego regional Center on
September first of 2011; their immediate needs at the time were
translation services and access to resources. Newly arrived from
Turkey as refugees, the young family has been going through
rough times. Their baby girl, Tina, 8 months old had developed a
very rare medical condition right after birth; she has gone through
two unsuccessful operations. The family was frustrated because of
Tina’s conditions, and their limited language skills proved to be a
massive barrier between the family and social workers and nurses.
Dad believed if they had provided translation for him from the
very beginning, Tina would not have ended in that condition. The
family was heartbroken and never asked for anything other than
support during the roughest time in their life. PCC immediately
got in touch with the social worker, and tried to be there for the
family to the end. Leili and Keyvan Henare Chare have become
our friends, we celebrated thanksgiving together; on Christmas,
the first place my family and I visited was hospice center where
Tina was staying at the time.
My involvement with this case also led me to get to know another
amazing individual who is second to none. God has gifted her with
the most beautiful heart possible for a human being, an Iranian
nurse who has lived all her life outside Iran and put all her energy
to support Tina’s family, Moji Afakry. Moji was more comfortable
speaking English than Persian but this was not a barrier for her for
good hearts speak the same language, that of love.
Three months later right before Tina’s first birthday, she left
her family and us in sorrow and pain. The little angel went to a
better place; with a broken heart, Moji, a few other friends and
I accompanied the family to the resting place of Tina. I was not

representing PCC only, I was there to
be with my amazing friends as they said
goodbye to their beloved baby.
Baby Tina still lives in our heart, Keivan
and Leili are a strong couple who
symbolize the Kurdish legends I have read
about in the stories. Today, they run a very
successful restaurant in El Cajon called
Saray. They are my friends, PCC friends
and an important part of my community.
I hope reading this story encourages you
to get more involved with PCC charity
work and volunteer with our project. We
can make a difference in people’s lives.
Please remember that we live in a circle
of love and it is worth paying it forward!
Everything is going to come back to you
at the right time. When you plant the seeds
of love, you will harvest only love.
There is only the giving,
and the only gift is Love.
There is only the giving,
all else is but a passing breeze.
There is only the giving,
have no concern
of what others may think,
There is only the giving,
and the only gift is Love,
Rumi
Blessings,
Gity Nematollahi

Eshkeneh is a traditional rustic Iranian
soup that found its way to the heart of
city folks. Eshkeneh’s ingredients are
egg, potato, onion and cilantro and can
be prepared in slightly different ways
but one thing that is considered the main
ingredients yet doesn’t appear that way is
the egg which is added at the end of the
recipe. Eshkeneh contains high amounts of
vitamin B6 and vitamin C.3.5 ounces (100
grams) of Eshkeneh has 146 calories and
85 calories from fat which is relatively low
but it’s little high in cholesterol.Eshkeneh
contains 4.3 grams of protein. www.
aashpazi.com/recipes.

ESHKENEH (Rustic Soup)
INGREDIENTS:

1/2 Bunch Cilantro, 1 Russet Potato,
2 Eggs, 1 Small Onion, 2 Tbsp Vegetable
Oil, 1 Tbsp Flour, 1/2 Tsp Marjoram,
Turmeric, Salt, Black PepperPowder

PREPARATIONS:

1- Dice the onion 2- Dice the potato
3- Mince the fresh cilantro

DIRECTIONS:
1.

Fry onions in a pot with 2 tbsp
vegetable oil until translucent.
2. Add turmeric, flour and marjoram to
the pot, stir and allow to cook for 5
more minutes.
3. Add diced potatoes to the pot, stir
well.
4. Pour boiling water into the pot until it
covers the potatoes completely.
5. Cover the pot with a lid (leave the lid
cracked), simmer for 15 minutes or
until the potatoes are cooked.
6. Add minced cilantro to the pot.
7. Add salt and black pepper as
preferred, stir well.
8. Crack two eggs into the pot.
9. Stir the mixture for one minute
(scramble the eggs while stirring).
10. Turn the heat off. (Do not over cook)

POOLAKI

(Persian saffron and sesame candy)
INGREDIENTS:

1/4 Tsp Saffron, 1 Cup Sugar, 1/4 Cup
White Vinegar, 1 Tbsp Sesame Seeds

PREPARATIONS:

1- Soak 1/4 Tsp of saffron for 20 minutes,
2- Boil 1/2 cups of water.

DIRECTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mix 1 cup sugar with 1/2 cup boiling
water, 1/4 cup of white vinegar and
the saffron in a pot.
Heat the pot over medium heat, stir
occasionally.
Add 1 tbsp of sesame seeds to the
pot and stir well.
Continue simmering until the
mixture changes color and becomes
darker.
Turn the heat off and let the mixture
cool down.
Drop a spoon size mixture onto a
nonstick baking matte or aluminum
foil sheet.
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EDUCATION

By Sheiveh N. Jones, Ed.D.

Safety First!

I always thought the biggest concern when allowing children to
walk home from school was the risk of kidnapping. However, just
recently a young girl and her little brother were struck by a car
in front of their elementary school while crossing the street after
school. Part of my husband’s job as an educational psychologist is
to respond by providing counseling for students who are affected
by similar traumatic situations. In this case, other elementary
school children saw two of their schoolmates struck by a car; one
was killed in a horrid way while the other was injured.

dangerous to rely on drivers to pay attention 100% of the time.
There is another mom, a friend of mine, at the school who walks
to and from school with her kids. I plan to contact her, share the
story, and ask her to cross the street with my kids. Lastly, and
ultimately, I do believe it is worth investigating why this particular
crosswalk and stoplight is a left turn yield rather than a stop light
for pedestrians. It should not take a child being hit and killed by
a car to bring about awareness to this situation and begin making
changes.

As a parent, my first thought is for the parents who are devastated
by the loss of one child while relieved their other child was only
injured. I wonder why there was no crossing guard at this left turn
yield stoplight where, even though pedestrians have the right of
way, anyone crossing the street is at the mercy of drivers paying
attention. I am very familiar with the mayhem of the school
parking lot in the mornings and after school where every motorist
dropping off and picking up a child behaves as though there is
nobody around for miles. And so I cannot say, if this school was
anything like my own children’s school, that I am surprised. So
then how could there be nobody protecting students from drivers
while crossing the street? Why are the teachers not required to
have an after school duty at the crosswalk?

For details about the story, do an Internet search for “Etiwanda girl
struck by car.”

As a teacher, I think about how I would gladly volunteer my time
after school to ensure students can walk home safely. But then I
also wonder why any parent would allow their children to be so
vulnerable by letting them walk home alone. Pause. My own
children walk home from school and cross the street at a left turn
yield light where they too are at the mercy of cognizant drivers,
because, in reality, we are a double income family with both
parents working. This leaves us with no choice but to have our
kids walk home from school. So then whose responsibility does
it become?
After some investigation, I found out teachers are not allowed to
be crossing guards at intersections. This is a contractual issue;
crossing guard is not part of a teacher’s contract. Rather, it is an
actual job. Parents cannot volunteer due to the liability issues; if
they could volunteer, there would be a lot of bureaucracy to cut
through. So now what?
I made a point of taking my kids to the crosswalk and explaining
to and showing them what happened, reminding them that it is
10
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Tel: (858) 552-9355 Fax & Voice: (619) 374-7335
www.pccus.org

Nowruz Celebration

Saturday March 22, 2014

Persian Cultural Center & AIAP

Setar Class by Kourosh Taghavi

ISTA (Iranian STudent Association at UC San Diego)
www.istaucsd.org

House of Iran

Tel: (619) 232  ـIran Balboa Park,
Sundays 12:00 4:00pm

Iranian-American Scholarship Fund

Tel: (858) 552-9355 • www.iasfund.org
www.facebook.com/IranianAmericanScholarshipFund

Mehrgan Foundation

Registration and info: (858) 717-6389

www.Mehrganfoundation.org

Tombak Class by Milad Jahadi

Registration and Info: (858) 735-9634

PAAIA

Daf Workshop with Ali Sadr,

Tuesdays 6 to 7:30 PM at The new Iranian-American Center (IAC)

Public Affairs Alliance of Iranian-Americans
www.paaia.org

Iranian School of San Diego

NIAC

Mt. Carmel High School
9550 Carmel Mountain Road • San Diego, CA 92129

Book Club Meeting

858-552-9355

ISSD Nowruz Preparation, Sabzehkari and egg
coloring, Sunday March 9, 2014 at ISSD
Mt. Carmel High School 10am-12pm

ISSD Nowruz Celebration

Sunday March 16, 2014 at ISSD

Tel (858) 673-7000

National Iranian-American Council
www.niac.org

Last Sat. of each month

Iranian-American Center (IAC)
6790 Top Gun St. #7, San Diego, CA 92121
Tel (858) 552-9355

The San Diego Museum of Art Balboa Park

At Mt. Carmel High School
Dollar a Month Fund Nowruz Bazaar
Sunday March 3, 2013 at Iranian School of San Diego
10am - 12pm

Bloom Bash, The Art Alive 2014 opening celebration,
Friday, April 11
www.sdmart.org/calendar/art-alive-2014
Floral Exhibition, Friday, April 11 Through Sunday, April 13
Tickets: 619-696-1961

ISSD Classes:

San Diego Whale Watching Cruises

Branch II: Thursdays at 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Mt. Carmel High School
Mount Carmel High School
9550 Carmel Mountain Road • San Diego, CA 92129

Contemporary Landscape Photography Exhibition

Branch I: Sundays at 9:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Mt. Carmel High School

Persian Dance Academy of San Diego
(858) 552-9355
www.pccus.org
Dollar a Month Fund

Annual Charity Baazar

Sunday March 9, 2014 at ISSD 10am-12pm

www.pccus.org

Charshanbeh Soori, March 18, 2014
Sizdeh Bedar March 30, 2014

Visit Our web site at

Persian Cultural Center

970 N Harbor Dr., San Diego, CA 92101
619.686.8715
http://www.hornblower.com
December 14, 2013 - April 28, 2014
704 Pier View Way, Oceanside, CA 92054
760.435.3721
http://www.oma-online.org
February 9, 2014

Urban Entropy: James Enos Exhibition
704 Pier View Way, Oceanside, CA 92054
760.435.3721
http://www.oma-online.org
November 16, 2013-February 2, 2014

Tel: 858-552-9355 • www.dmfund.org
www.facebook.com/DollaraMonthFund

Association of Iranian American
Professionals (AIAP)

Tel: (858) 207 6232 • www.aiap.org
Last Wednsday of each month at 6:30 PM
at Sufi Mediterranean Cuisine
5915 Balboa Ave, San Diego, CA 92111
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Riccardo Zipoli

On the Art of Photography
Photography is characterized by a set of choices. Some are
made before beginning to shoot. Initially, for example, you
must decide if you want to work with digital or analogical
technology, color or black-and-white photographs, and low
or high definition supports. The focal length of the lens, the
exposure methods, and the type of framing are normally
chosen just before clicking. Once you have clicked, a series
of decisions must be made concerning printing (in the case of
analogical photography, developing also plays a crucial role)
before reaching the final stage, which is the presentation of the
photographs.
This list of choices (all obligatory, and we could add others)
highlights how making a photograph inevitably involves
interpretation. To illustrate this, we could think of two extreme
situations for the same scene. In one case, a photographer might
use analogical technology, a very sensitive black-and-white
film, a telephoto lens, fast time, an open diaphragm, high-angle
framing, and printing on a large sheet of paper with a matte
finish for a final photograph that will be exhibited on its own.
In the second case, we could think of a photographer faced
with the same scene using digital technology, a high-resolution
camera, a wide-angle lens, slow time, and closed diaphragm
with a ‘neutral’ frontal frame, for a color photograph printed
on gloss paper in a small format to be exhibited with others.
Obviously the two final outcomes will provide two very
different interpretations of that same scene.

kind of ‘armchair second thoughts’ about a series of choices
already made about reality. The author can thus calmly revise
his photography (at times taken in a great hurry) and create a
version much nearer his own sensibility. This is not a question
of having a special eye for reality, but having a special eye
for an image of reality. The actions involved reflect different
attitudes.
The operations made possible by electronic editing range from
minimal adjustments right up to large-scale changes that can
completely transform the original image. As at the time of
taking the photograph, here too the various solutions inevitably
reflect different plans. Yet again it is a question of making a
personal interpretation of the image. But in this case it is an
option and no longer an obligatory choice.

Leaving aside these extreme examples, the subjective aspect
can also easily be found in the type of photography described
as photojournalism, generally considered as reproducing a
given scene in the most faithful way. But rather than ‘faithful’
photographs, it would be better to speak in this case of
photographs that manage to grasp and describe - i.e. interpret
- the essence of the situation. And their success will also
depend on the right choices, beginning with framing. In short,
a photographic record can never be separated from the will
to interpret: this element can be reduced to a minimum, but
can never be completely eliminated. Accepting as inevitable
the interpretative aspect of photography is tantamount to
saying that photography is always inspired by a plan. This will
characterize the results in a more or less conscious way. And
this is true of all types of photography: from photojournalism
to abstract expressions, from family albums to explorations of
landscapes, from animal pictures to wedding albums, and so
on. In other words, the photograph expresses the idea that the
author has had of the scene, obviously within the limits set by
the technical choices.

Given the wide range of possibilities, it is firstly essential to
decide on the degree of electronic intervention. I believe this
intervention must be limited: all the resultant effects may go
so far as to reconstruct the plausible but should not go beyond
its limits. Within these confines, the changes introduced must
not be subject to any kind of censure and they may lead, for
example, to the elimination or addition of certain elements as
well as color adjustments. Examples of this are the correction to
some ‘faulty’ forms (mountains, stones, lakes, roads, etc.), the
removal of undesirable elements (electricity lines, branches,
reflections, pebbles, etc.), the introduction of some suggestive
components (shrubs, clouds, birds, shadows, etc.), and the
choice of the best colors (for flowers, the sky, ground, water,
etc.).

Having said this, we can hardly leave out of this interpretative
process a further stage which modern technology now makes
available: the electronic editing of the image. We would like to
think of this process as a kind of second click after the initial
shot, a second click modifying the first one and creating a
new relationship with the scene in question—we might say a

A fundamental condition is that unreal situations or atmospheres
are not created and that the final image is plausible in the eyes
of the observer. Touching up with artificial hues (for example,
adding something in an utterly unsuitable place) would attract and
concentrate attention on the touching up and its implausibility,
thus preventing or impairing the ‘natural’ enjoyment of the

12
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giving rise to different final outcomes. The result is that the
same reality can conceal various plausible variations, in a play
of different levels with multiple superimpositions, transforming
the world into a great kaleidoscope.

image. In other words, the aim should be to create a scene that
might have existed and at the same time, compared to the scene
at the time of shooting, is closer to the photographer’s sensibility.
This kind of operation enables the photographer to hone the
scene reproduced so that it reflects his or her taste. We might
describe this process as a kind of ‘expressionism of the plausible,’
in which the photograph shows the sensibility and the taste of
the photographer, who interprets and represents the surrounding
world from a plausible point of view.
What is particularly important from this point of view is the
vision the photographer has of reality and not reality itself. If
a given reality for some reason turns out to be unsatisfactory
when compared to a plausible ideal model the photographer had
in mind, that reality can be adjusted to reflect more faithfully
that ideal model. In this sense we may speak of the search for
and the actualization of an ideal realism. We must obviously
add that imagining and creating an alternative plausible idea of
a given reality is a prerogative of those who have a profound
insight into that reality. Only someone with the right knowledge
is aware, for example, that removing a shrub will not falsify
the landscape but create a possible variation, producing a
plausible ideal model. It should also be remembered that in his
mind’s eye, the photographer may shape more than one ideal
model, correcting and supplementing observed reality. The
photographer can in fact imagine various alternative changes

Once the image has been completed according to the logic
just described, it must be printed and presented, with all the
variations involved in these two operations. Think, for example,
about the kind and size of paper (if other media are excluded)
or the ways of presenting or exhibiting the photographs to
the public (matting, frames, book, exhibition, individual
photographs, pairs, in sequence, etc.).
We would stress that the various stages of the process outlined
here require skills that we might schematically associate with
three organs: the eye, the mind, and the heart. The eye observes
and chooses, the mind reflects and elaborates, the heart gives
soul and is capable of arousing feelings. The simultaneous
presence of these functions will ensure a photograph has basic
quality while the absence of even only one of them implies an
unsatisfactory result. The choice of a landscape, for example,
may be striking but, if it is not aided by the mind, the construction
of the image may be badly organized and, if the heart is not
involved, the image, even if chosen well and excellently
structured, may turn out to be cold and lifeless. Similarly, the
photograph may be well constructed, but may have no aesthetic
values and be soulless, or it may have feeling but may be badly
organized and lack taste, and so on in a variety of insufficient
combinations. Here, an example may be enlightening. Family
albums often contain photographs that are the outcome of a good
eye and passionate heart, but often lack the elaboration typical
of the mind. In this case it takes a few correctional touches to
make those pictures more captivating. In all of this, technical
perfection is not a necessary and, even less, sufficient condition
for the purposes of producing a successful photograph: but
obviously any possible shortcomings must not undermine the
final outcome of the image.
Lastly, I should like to say that my photographic activity has
never had the exclusive characteristics typical of the full-time
professional world. My photographs have come from my
travels, often with my family and friends, and sometimes for
study, when I took some occasional shots without being able
to wait for any great length of time, make deliberate visits, or
repeat shots several times.
Born in Prato, Italy, Riccardo Zipoli is a professor
of Persian literature at Venice University. His
explorations of the Persian landscape have been
featured in photographic journals and independent
books; Reflections of Persia (Nazar art Publications,
2013) is Zipoli’s latest publication. His photography
has been exhibited around the globe, most recently
in Hormuz, Iran (2013).
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By Sanaz Majd, MD

What You Should
Know About
Obamacare?
Whether we like it or not, there will be some major changes in
health care starting January 2014, when millions of Californians
will be able to obtain coverage through the new Obamacare
changes. But what is Obamacare really? What changes will be
made exactly, and how will they affect you personally? These
are all questions that I hear over and over, mostly because so
far it seems to be such a rather vague entity. No one seems
to know for sure, and to be honest, I don’t think many health
care workers and physicians even know exactly what’s in store
for the upcoming years ahead because it seems to be such a
complicated and complex issue.
However, there are some basic changes that everyone should
be aware of whether you are currently insured or not. I
will address the major points of the bill, and give you some
guidance as to where you can go to find out how much it will
cost you and your family to get insured under Obamacare.

What is Obamacare?
Obamacare refers to a historic health care bill that was passed
in 2010 and signed by President Obama, called the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, consisting of a mere 2,572
pages, that will change the way insurance companies will be
able to cover consumers and will change the way consumers
will be able to obtain coverage.

What You Need to Know About Obamacare
Here are some of the major points of this bill that everyone
should be aware of:
Individual Mandate: Beginning in 2014, most Americans
will have to either purchase health insurance, OR pay a tax
penalty of $95 or 1% of an individual’s gross income (up to a
max of $285), whichever is higher. For those with children, the
penalty for not covering a child will be $47.50. This penalty will
increase in the following years and by 2016, the penalty will
be $695 or 2.5% of gross income for an individual, whichever
is greater (or $2,085 for a family). Not enrolling in a health
plan doesn’t mean you will be breaking the law – it just simply
means you may have to pay a tax penalty.
14
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Qualified Plans: You cannot just select any health insurance
plan, it must be a “qualified plan.” This means that it must cover
a minimum of these 10 essential health services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Doctor visits
Hospital stays
Emergency care
Maternity care
Children’s care, including dental and vision
Prescriptions
Medical tests
Mental health and substance abuse disorder care
Rehab services and devices
Preventative services: must be covered for free (such as
pap smears, mammograms, colonoscopies, etc.)

Required Marketplace: This law requires each state to set
up access for its citizens as a one-stop-shop marketplace,
where people (and small business less than 50 employees)
can compare and purchase health insurance – either via the
internet, in person, or by phone. Finally, individuals will be able
to compare apples to apples, designed to benefit consumers
and not insurance companies. California, specifically, created
the “Covered California” website that can be found at www.
coveredca.com for this purpose.
Consumer Protection: Your coverage cannot legally be
dropped or denied if you have a pre-existing medical condition,
such as diabetes or cancer, or if you get sick. Imagine getting
diagnosed with a cancer, but then you find you are unable to
obtain health insurance to treat it – this law will eradicate the
insurance companies’ ability to deny coverage.
Federal Financial Assistance For Premiums: The government
will help subsidize (pay for part or most of monthly health care
premiums) based on an individual’s income on a sliding scale.
Those who earn less will be able to get the largest subsidies,
and will pay less out of pocket for their health care.

Here’s a breakdown of who may actually qualify for Medi-Cal or
federal assistance to pay for their monthly premiums:
Number of People In
the Household

Medi-Cal Coverage: If Income
is Less Than

Federal Assistance (to help
pay for monthly premiums):
If Income is Between

1

15,857

15,857 – 45,960

2

21,404

21,404 – 62,040

3

26,952

26,952 – 78,120

4

32,500

32,500 – 94,200

5

38,047

38,047 – 110,280

Table Recreation from www.CoveredCA.com
Medicaid Expansions: California has also expanded its MediCal (referred to as “Medicaid” outside California) program to
cover more people who may not have been eligible previously
for free health coverage, and Medi-Cal eligibility can also be
found on the marketplace website.
Young Adults: Young adults can now be covered under their
parents’ health insurance plan until they turn 26 years old.
Small Businesses: Businesses with less than 50 employees will
also be able to purchase health insurance, and those with less
than 25 employees may qualify for a federal tax credit designed
to reduce premium costs. In 2016, this will extend to those
with less than 100 employees.
Rules for Insurance Companies: Insurance companies
now have to abide by certain rules designed to protect the
consumer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

They must give a reason for any premium increases.
They must spend 80% of the finances they receive
from premiums on delivering high quality care, not on
advertising and salaries.
They cannot set a lifetime dollar limit a person can
spend on their health care costs.
They must provide preventative care and screenings,
breast-feeding support, contraception, and domestic
violence screening without charge to the patient.
All newly sold insurance plans must provide the 10
essential health services listed above.

So How Much Will Health Insurance Coverage
Cost Your Family?
This is the question that most of you truly want to know.
California has made it pretty easy – you can find out how
much it would cost for you to purchase health insurance under
Obamacare using its website, while at the same time finding
out if you qualify for Medi-Cal or federal financial assistance
with your monthly premiums at: https://www.coveredca.com/
shopandcompare/
Dr. Sanaz Majd is a board-certified family medicine physician who
podcasts and blogs at http://housecalldoctor.quickanddirtytips.com.

After completing an online questionnaire to determine your
personal cost responsibilities, the ONLY information you need
to provide is:
•
•
•
•

Number of people in the household
Their ages
Your household income
Your zip code

That’s it! No questions about your health, what pre-existing
health conditions you may have, what medications you take
– none of that. Just answer those three simple questions, and
you can find out what your choices are and how much it will
cost you and your family to get insured.
Californians can choose between four levels of health coverage
options they can purchase, and can compare them side-by-side
on the Covered California website. These four levels are labeled
as Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze, in order of decreasing
monthly premiums. The Bronze category includes a low
monthly premium, but with a higher co-pay for the services –
so for those who rarely see the doctor, this may suffice. But if
you tend to see the doctor frequently, a higher level category
may be something to consider so that you pay a higher
premium, but lower copay costs each time you use a service.
Californians have been able to enroll since October 1, 2013,
and must be enrolled by December 23, 2013, in order to have
coverage that begins in January 2014. You must enroll by March
31, 2014, in order to have coverage in 2014. Otherwise, you
must wait until the next open-enrollment period in October
2014 for coverage for 2015 (and pay the full penalty for 2014).
Those who already have health insurance coverage don’t need
to do anything.

Who Will Pay For It?
Who is going to pay for all of this “affordable” health care, you
may be wondering? Mandating that all Americans have health
coverage is truly a humanitarian and worthy goal. Getting to
know even one patient with cancer who simply cannot afford
to get treatment for a lack of health coverage is enough to
make an impression on your views on the subject. And holding
insurance companies accountable and forcing them to abide
by a set of rules and standards has been a much needed task
for a very long time.
However, it is not without cost. There are various tax increases
to help pay for Obamacare. The greatest one is in regards
to the Medicare taxes deducted from your paycheck -- it will
mostly affect individuals who make more than $200K per year,
and families who make more than $250K. There are various
others, including taxes on pharmaceutical companies, health
insurance companies, tanning salons and a few others, along
with a new investment income tax and fewer allowable medical
deductions.
To explore these issues further, check out www.healthcare.gov
and www.CoveredCA.com, or call 800-300-1506.
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ROJA NAJAFI

Through Roja’s Lens

An Exhibition Out of Ordinary: Rene Magritte
This year is a Magritte year
in the United States. The
Museum of Modern Art, New
York, The Menil Collection,
Houston, and The Art Institute
of Chicago, co-organized the
first show on Rene Magritte’s
early works, pre his mature
surrealist style. Magritte:
The Mystery of the Ordinary
1926–1938, focuses entirely
on his developmental years,
before what would become to be known as Magritte late surrealist
paintings. The show, which is on view at MOMA through January
2014, will travel to the Menil Collection, and then to Chicago.
Rene Magritte, one of the most publicly known surrealist painters
today, next to Salvador Dalí, was not famous until his 50s. He
was born in 1898 in Lessines, Belgium to a wealthy manufacturer
father. In 1912 after his mother committed suicide he decided to
study at the Academie des Beaux-Art in Brussels. His paintings
from his student years show his admiration for cubism, especially
Pablo Picasso and Fernand Leger. One such example of his work
in cubist style is Three Nudes In An Interior (1923). Magritte had
his first solo show in 1927 in Brussels. During the early years,
he had such an active painting habit that he almost produced one
work per day. It was through his visit to Paris in late 1920s that
he met Andre Breton and other members of the surrealist circle.
Surrealism attracted Magritte, not for its dreamlike qualities and
the free-associations with human psyche, but because, Magritte
recognized a degree of illusion within the daily realities around
him. Surrealism is generally known as an art style that combines
real objects in an unreal setting: every single element in any
given popular surrealist panting is real, yet its proportions, its
associations with the composition, and the narration around it is
unreal and this combinations makes a work surreal. Think of Dali’s
The Persistence of Memory (1931), the landscape is natural, the
clock is real, yet the melting clocks are surreal and Dali based
it on a dream he had. Yet for Magritte the surreal quality does
not belong to the world of dreams. It blogs to our world and the
world of images. The illusion of image-making is surreal enough.
Painting is an illusion; it has always been! Magritte’s famous
work, The Treachery of Images (1928-29), teaches us that images
are not real. It shows a pipe depicted in a naturalistic manner, with
a text accompanying it, reading, “Ceci n’est pas une pipe,” French
for “This is not a pipe.” Magritte is forcing us to think, this very
naturalistic looking pipe, is only a painting of a pipe. It is an image
and an illusion.
Throughout his career Magritte’s work followed a surrealist
quality. He often depicted similar scenes, and recurring themes.
Some of his well-known works from his later years were floating
rocks, a painting within a painting, and many lifeless objects,
within a human figure. The positive nature of Magritte’s aesthetics
16
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Rene Magritte,
Three Nudes In An Interior (1923)

Salvador Dali,
The Persistence of Memory (1931)

René Magritte,
The Menaced Assassin, Brussels,1927

Rene Magritte, The False Mirror, (1928)

Installation view,
“Magritte: The
Mystery of the
Ordinary, 1926–1938″
at the Museum of
Modern Art (© 2013
The Museum of
Modern Art, New York)
(photo by Jonathan
Muzikar)

Rene Magritte, Time Transfixed
(La Durée poignardée) (1938)

Magritte’s “Euclidian Walks” (1955)

played a crucial rule in popularization of surrealism. Rene Magritte
takes everyday objects, and just by rearranging the figures, and
locations, and the connection, he makes the viewer to take a more
precise look at what is in front of them – life!
Magritte: The Mystery of the Ordinary 1926–1938, is one of the
most unique and delightful exhibitions ever curated on Magritte –
If you have a chance to catch it in New York, Houston, or Chicago,
your eyes will be forever thankful to you! Wishing you all a very
Jolly New Year!

Dear Readers:

As a part of our community services, we have approached some of the Iranian
medical specialist in various fields to send us their information to share with
the community. We appreciate the work of Dr. Reza Shirazi who spearheaded
this effort. The following list is not complete by any means. If you are a
Medical Doctor and would like to be added to this list, please send your
information to Dr. Shirazi or directly to Peyk.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Afshin Bahador M.D.
So. Coast Gynocologic Oncology, Inc.
Gynecologist Oncologist
9850 Genesee #570
La Jolla, CA 92037
858/455-5524

Bijan Razi M.D.
Cardiologist
5555 Reservoir Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92120
Phone 619/265-0200
Fax 619/287-2825

Kaveh Bagheri, MD, FACP, FCCP
Internal Med, Pulmonary Med,
and Critical Care Med.
8851 Center Drive, Suite 405
La Mesa, Ca 91942
619-589-2535

Hossain Ronaghy, M.D.
Internal Medicine
3023 Bunker Hill Street, Suite 106
San Diego, CA 92109
619-275-2700

Hamid Ghazi, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Kaiser Permanente-Rancho San Diego
Kaiser Permanente 3875 Avocado Blvd.
La Mesa, CA 91941
619-670-2924
Anoosha Ghodsi-Shirazi, M.D.
Kaiser Permanente
Obstetrics and Gynecologist
Rancho Bernardo Medical Offices
17140 Bernardo Center Dr, Suite # 100
San Diego, CA 92128
800-290-5000
Mahshid Hamidi, M.D. Family
5222 Balboa Ave,
Suite 31
San Diego, CA 92117
858-565-6394
Alborz Hassankhani, M.D., Ph.D.
Cardiology and Cardiac Electrophysiology
5525 Grossmont Center Drive, Suite 609
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 668-0044
(619) 668-0889 (fax)
Maryam Hekmat, M.D.
Scripps Clinic - Rancho Bernardo
Internal Medicine
15004 Innovation Drive
San Diego, CA 92128
858-605-7180
Robert B. Lajvardi M.D.
Encompass Family and
Internal Medicine Group
7339 El Cajon Blvd., Suite E
La Mesa, CA 91941
tel 619.460.7775
fax 619.460.7023
www.EncompassMD.com
Haleh Mahdavieh, M.D.
Scripps Clinic - Rancho Bernardo
Internal Medicine
15004 Innovation Drive, Suite 97
San Diego, CA 92128
858-605-7887
Mehrnoosh Majd, D.D.S
Family and Cosmetic Dentistry
10717 Camino Ruiz, #150
San Diego, CA 92126
-858-336-5326
Kamron Mirkarimi, M.D.
Board certified Internal Medicine/
Hospitalist
Clairemont Family Medical Group
3863 Clairemont Dr. San Diego, Ca 92117
Phone. 858-483-5570
Fax 858-483-5572
Morey Mirkarimi, M.D.
General Practice
Clairemont Family Medical Group
3863 Clairemont Dr. San Diego, Ca 92117
Phone. 858-483-5570
Fax 858-483-5572
New Age Dental Group
858-521-0000
11968 Bernardo Center Dr.
(in the Vons Center).
San Diego, CA 92128

Mahtab Saadatmandi, D.M.D.
Hossein Saadatmandi, D.M.D.
Premier Dental Arts
2311 S. Melrose Dr. Vista, CA 9208
760-599-1100
www.premierdental-arts.com
Sam Baradarian MD
9850 Genesee Ave, suite 560
La Jolla, CA 92037
Office 858-455-6330
Fax 858-455-5408
Sima Shakiba, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
XiMed
9850 Genesee Ave Suite 220
La Jolla, CA 92037
Phone 858-457-2010
Majid Shahbaz, M.D.
Internal Medicine
5555 Reservoir Drive, Suite 312
San Diego, CA 92120
619/583-1174
Arshiya Sharafi, D.D.S, PC
Diplomate of the American Board of
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
4910 Directors Place, Suite 301
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: 858-997-2701
Fax: 858-768-0510
www.SDoralsurgery.com
Reza Shirazi, MD, DABR, MS, EE
Radiation Oncologist
www.sdcyberknife.com
CyberKnife Centers of San Diego
5395 Ruffin Road, Suite 103
San Diego, CA 92123
Office (858)505-4100
Fax (858)751-0601
Maryam Zarei, M.D.
Board Certified in Allergy &
Immunology/ Pediatrics
Family Allergy, Asthma, Immunology, &
Sinus Center P.C.
15725 Pomerado Road, Suite # 103
Poway, CA 92064
Phone 858-521-0806
Fax 858-521-0808
www.familyallergy.org
Reza Tirgari, M.D.
Avolon Laser
619-990-1138
2445 5th Ave, Ste 240
San Diego, CA 92101
http://www.avalon-laser.com

Peyk Distribution Centers
Darband Restaurant
Authentic Persian Restaurant
1556 Fifth Ave
San Diego, CA 92101
Tel: 619-230-1001

California
Persian Center
2029 Durant Ave
Berkeley, CA 94704
Super Irvine
14120 Culver Drive., Ste B,C,D
Irvine, CA 92604
Tel: 949-552-8844
International Market & Grill
3211 Holiday Court., Ste 100
La Jolla, CA 92037
Tel: 858-535-9700
La Jolla Library
7555 Draper Ave
La Jolla, CA 92037
Sahel Bazaar
7467 Cuvier Street # A
La Jolla, CA 92037
Tel: 858-456-9959
Sherkate Ketab
1419 Westwood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Tel: 310-477-7477
Crown Valley Market Place
27771 Center Drive
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
Tel: 949-340-1010
Swedish Royal Bakery
12222 Poway Rd
Poway, CA 92064
Tel: 858-486-1114
Shahrzad Restaurant
2931 Sunrise Blvd. Suite 125
Sacramento, CA 95742
Tel: 916-852-8899

Soltan Banoo
Eclectic Persian Cuisine
4645 Park Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92116
Tel: 619-298-2801
North University Community
Branch Library
8820 Judicial Drive
San Diego, CA 92122
Grill House Cafe
9494 Black Mountain Rd #G
San Diego , CA 92126
858-271-5699
Rose Market (Bay Area)
14445 Big Basin Way
Saratoga, CA 95070
Maryland
Ms. Firoozeh Naeemi
Massachusetts
Super Heros
509 Mount Auburn St
Watertown, MA 02472-4118
(617) 924-4978
Nevada
Zaytoon Inc.
Mediterranean Market & Kabob
3655 S. Durango Dr. 314
Las Vegas, NV 89147
702-685-685-1875
North Carolina
Ms. Nazi A Kite

Balboa International Market
5907 Balboa Ave
San Diego, CA 92111
Tel:858-277-3600

Tennessee
International Food Mart
2855 Logan St.
Nashville, TN. 37211

Carmel Valley Library
3919 Townsgate Dr
San Diego, CA 92130
Tel:858-552-1668

Virginia
Saffron Grill
1025-A Seneca Rd,
Great Falls, VA 22066
Tel: 703-421-0082

Babak Shoushtari, D.M.D.
Endodntics
La Jolla Endodontics
4150 Regents Park Row #330
LJ, CA 92037
PH: 858-546-9299
F: 858-546-9399
lajollaendo.com
Soodeh Nezam (MMD)
4370 La Jolla village Dr. Suite# 400
San Diego, Ca, 92122
Tel: (858)952-6988
Email: soodehn@gmail.com
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Ramin Jahanbegloo on

Mandela’s Lessons for Iran
By Azadeh Moaveni
The Islamic Republic’s relationship with Nelson Mandela’s legacy
will arguably be fraught. The Ayatollah Khomeini was a staunch
critic of apartheid South Africa, but in recent years, young Iranians
seeking democratic reform of Iran have found great inspiration in
Mandela’s strategy of nonviolent change. South Africa’s transition,
under Mandela’s moral authority and political vision, from a
fractured, oppressive state to a struggling but very real democracy,
offers lessons to any nation facing a similar challenge. I spoke
to Ramin Jahanbegloo, Iran’s pre-eminent modern philosopher
now living in exile in Canada, about how Iranians can consider
Mandela’s life in the context of their own struggle, and what
lessons they can glean about the psychology of forgiveness and the
political art of brokering unity.

Like any iconic global figure, Mandela means different
things to different people. What about his legacy do you
think can be most relevant for Iranians, who also struggle
with living in a divided society and lack such a unifying
moral figure?
I think the most important legacy of Mandela for Iranians is not
only his nonviolent struggle for reconciliation and forgiveness
in South Africa, but his efforts to unite a divided society. What
Mandela showed us was that no country could step toward
democratic reconstruction without an effort of reconciliation. For
Mandela reconciliation was related to several other themes such as
remembering, healing and justice. So unlike what many Iranians
might think, Mandela’s strategy of reconciliation and forgiveness
was not just a process of pardoning or absolving offenses of the
Apartheid regime or giving up on the past actions of the political
criminals in South Africa. It was mainly overcoming the spirit of
hatred and division and mistrust. This is what we need today in
Iran. A spirit of reconciliation which can overcome the dominant
fear and mistrust inscribed in the Iranian body politics.

One of Mandela’s most remarkable qualities was his
refusal to hate the white South Africans he opposed
politically. Do you think that was a reflection of his
temperament or part of a political vision that realised
how destructive hatred was to progress?
It is interesting that even during the sabotage campaign of the
ANC against the Apartheid regime in the early 1960s, Mandela
18
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underlined the fact that struggle against a dictatorship should not
involve loss of lives and it should “keep bitterness at a minimum
level”. Of course, he could have foreseen that during his years in
prison, the Spear of the Nation, referred to as MK, would embrace
a doctrine committed to the violent overthrow of the Apartheid
regime. However, his political evolution and his embracement
of the Gandhian principles during his 27 years of imprisonment,
empowered him with a new strategy of dialogue and negotiation
which ended his presidency in 1994 and with the Truth and
Reconciliation Commissions headed by Archbishop Tutu.

Something striking about Mandela, similar to Gandhi, is
that he has long inspired great loyalty and respect across
the political and class spectrum in his home country. How
did he manage to appeal so widely, bridging so many
divides?
This reminds me of a saying by Confucius: “Respect yourself
and others will respect you.” I think Mandela always had a great
respect for his struggle for freedom and for South Africa, not to
say a respect for the whole world. And this sense of respect is
partly the outcome of his Ubuntu philosophy. Ubuntu could be

Public Announcement
roughly translated as “human kindness”. The Ubuntu philosophy
says: “I am what I am because of who we all are”. It’s a powerful
thinking which helped Mandela to rebuild South Africa in the
direction of reconciliation and unity. The practice of Ubuntu helped
him to support the concept that everyone is part of the whole.
As Archbishop Desmond Tutu stated: “A person with Ubuntu is
open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel
threatened that others are able and good, for he or she has a proper
self-assurance that comes from knowing that he or she belongs
in a greater whole and is diminished when others are humiliated
or diminished, when others are tortured or oppressed.” This is the
exact description of Mandela as an affectionate human being and
as a great politician.

Lighten Your Energy Load and
Save This Holiday Season - Article
The holiday season brings beautiful decorations and imaginative use
of holiday lights. Save energy and celebrate the holidays safely with
these helpful tips:

Lighting

Do you think there is anything Iranians can learn
from Mandela’s approach of pursuing democracy
and justice first? This idea that economic justice and
political stability should not be an ends in themselves but
must evolve out of a democratic transition?

LED holiday lights can save up to 90% or more when
compared to traditional holiday lights. In addition, LEDs are
durable and produce very little heat— making them safer to
use. LED holiday lights are now available at most grocers,
major retailers and home improvement stores.

Iranians can learn a lot of things from Mandela. Maybe the first
thing to learn is to be humble. We rarely have humble politicians.
Humility goes hand in hand with creating trust among the people.
Secondly, what Iranians can learn from Mandela is the concept of
“common home”. A nation is a common home. A common home
is not only a place where we have common recollections. It’s also
a space where we live together. What Mandela showed the world
is that that if a nation decides to have a space of togetherness and
plurality, it needs to take its guns and its knives and throw them
into the sea. I think it is time for Iranians as a nation to emerge
from the darkest night of violence into the brightest dawn of
reconciliation and nonviolence.

•

If Iranians should think most closely about an act, a
remark, or a political alliance that Mandela made, that
would be instructive to them, as they consider his legacy,
does any particular detail or moment come to mind?
The one major lesson we need to learn from Mandela is that
political alliance and national reconciliation is a platform to
pursue the objective of building a more truthful and fair society.
Mandela’s aim was not to replace a white dictatorship with a black
one. His aim was a democratic South Africa. Mandela showed
the required statesmanship to reach a political negotiation with
de Klerk. He wanted a true government of national unity and his
cabinet included ministers from other political parties. He even
used sports to unite a truly Rainbow Nation. What is fascinating
about Mandela and instructive for us as Iranians is that he struggled
all his life for a multi-racial and democratic society, even when
he was on trial. We should not forget what he said in the 1963
Rivonia Trial: “I have cherished the ideal of a democratic and free
society in which all persons live together in harmony and with
equal opportunities.” He realized this dream 30 years later. But the
hallmark of Mandela’s mission was to try to heal the wounds of his
nation. I think this is the greatest legacy of Mandela for Iran and
Iranians today. We should repeat with Mandela: “This strife among
ourselves wastes our energy and destroys our unity.”

Money Saving Tips

•
•
•
•
•
•

Save up to 20% on monthly
winter energy bills by lowering
the furnace thermostat. For
every 2 degrees you lower
your thermostat, you can save
approximately 5% of your heating
costs!
Check your furnace filter monthly.
Clean or replace it per the
manufacturers’ recommendations.
Save up to $10 monthly by having home air ducts tested for
leaks and sealed, if needed.
Save up to 20% on heating costs. Caulking, weather-striping
and adequate insulation around doors, windows and in walls
helps keep cool air out and warm air in.
Shut window coverings at night to help keep heat indoors.
Unplug holiday lights and electronic equipment when leaving
home or going to sleep.
Keep the flue damper tightly closed when the fireplace is not in
use. A chimney is designed specifically for smoke to escape, so
warm air will escape unless it’s closed.

Safety Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t block registers for supply or return air with
furniture, plants or other objects.
Keep all electrical connections off the ground and dry
Water indoor Christmas trees regularly to keep them
moist and prevent a fire hazard.
Check gas furnace and water heater checked once a year
by a licensed heating or plumbing contractor or SDG&E.
Set up your free SDG&E gas check online or by phone.
Never use your gas oven for space heating.
Portable heaters, electric blankets and other heatproducing products shouldn’t be used with extension
cords. Plug them directly into the wall and unplug
them before leaving the house. Extension cords can
be overloaded by these types of devices and possibly
cause electrical fires.
Just one more way SDG&E is connecting its customers to solutions.

Source: iranwire.com
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Iranian-American Brothers Lead Charge To
Reform US Educational System
Trita Parsi
Say Iranian-American and few will think social entrepreneur or
political advocate. Engineer? Yes. Doctor? Certainly. Reality
show star? Yes, a few. Lawyer? Definitely. But a force for political
reform and change? Not quite yet. In the eyes of most Americans,
Iranian Americans are not yet known as givers or as a community
that takes the lead for social change in America.
That’s why the Code.org initiative by twin-brothers Hadi and Ali
Partovi is so different. You are probably one of the more than 13
million people who have seen their viral video without knowing
that those behind the initiative were Iranian-Americans. The video
features every tech giant from Microsoft founder Bill Gates, to
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg, to Twitter founder Jack
Dorsey - and even code beginner will.i.am!
Code.org takes on one of America’s most pressing future crises:
A massive shortage of computer engineers spurred on by a lack
of reform in the education system. Computer science is not taught
at most high schools and little is done to encourage students to
choose this subject. In fact, nine out of ten schools don’t even
offer computer programming as a subject. As a result, by 2020,
there will be one million computer science jobs that can’t be filled
because the U.S. education system simply doesn’t produce enough
people literate in coding.
That’s where Code.org comes in.
Code.org is a new initiative working to ensure that every student
in every school has the opportunity to learn to code. Working
on the state level, Code.org is trying to change the curricula in
high schools nationwide to incorporate computer science at every
school across the U.S. And in the process, it’s trying to make
coding “cooler” by including both rap stars and NBA players on
its roster of code enthusiasts.
The idea came to Hadi Partovi during a conversation with
President Barack Obama. Hadi attended a technology advisory
lunch with the President to discuss how technology could improve
the economy, the education system, and his re-election campaign.
He raised the issue of the shortage of computer science graduates
and why nothing was being done to fix it.
“As I was talking about it, the thought came to my head, you know,
why am I just talking?” Hadi told me during an interview in my
office in D.C. “Why aren’t I doing this? You know, everybody can
talk about this. The world is full of talkers and not enough doers.
That was part of what catalyzed my decision that it was time to get
into this.”
It is, indeed, odd that the country whose latest economic growth
burst was due to information technology and who is the leader in
producing high-tech companies and jobs, today has an education
20
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system based on the pre-Internet era. It’s a typical example of
a market failure. Supply and demand simply doesn’t work in
education because education doesn’t have a feedback loop that
operates fast enough.
The world has changed, but the U.S. education system has not.
The U.S. is increasingly lagging behind other countries, such as
China, India, and the U.K. Many of these countries are working
to bring computer science into all of their schools. In China, it is a
high school graduation requirement to learn computer science. In
Estonia, children will soon start to learn computer programming
(or coding) as early as kindergarten.
This market failure of the education system is also exacerbating
existing inequalities in the American society. Urban, low-income
schools do not offer computer science to their students, and the
few schools that do generally lack racial diversity. “When you’re
not even exposed to it when you’re in high school, you don’t major
in it in college,” Hadi explained.
The numbers are, in fact, staggering. Last year, less than ten
African-American students in the entire state of Washington took
Advanced Placement computer science classes in high school.
And in the state of New York – which has a high percentage of
African-Americans – only 50 African-American students took AP
computer science.
As polls indicate, these numbers are not due to a lack of interest as
African-Americans and Hispanics tend to register a higher affinity

A Recollection by Dr. Arun Gandhi

Nonviolence in Parenting
Dr. Arun Gandhi, grandson of Mahatma Gandhi and founder
of the M.K. Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence, has shared the
following story as an example of nonviolence in parenting.

for computer science than the national average. It’s simply
because the subject is not even on the menu at school.
Expanding computer science education in the U.S. could lead
to a multitude of positive outcomes. “This is not only a way
to solve the jobs issue in this country, it’s also a great way to
improve upwards mobility,” Hadi told me. “Giving people the
American dream to be the next Mark Zuckerberg.”
Even though Hadi and Ali are relatively new to advocacy and
education reform, they do have it in their blood. Their father was
one of the co-founders of Sharif University, Iran’s preeminent
institute of technology. That legacy has been difficult to ignore.
“I grew up knowing that my dad effectively set up the MIT
of Iran,” Hadi said. “And despite business success, I’ve had
cousins who say, you know, when will you do something useful
like your dad? So, that certainly has been part of why I ended
up doing this.”
Code.org should be a point of pride for Iranian-Americans as it
signifies the coming of age of the Iranian-American community.
Having produced outstanding lawyers, doctors, business
executives, and of course high-tech entrepreneurs such as
eBay’s Pierre Omidyar, Farzad Nazem, Omid Kordestani, and
the Partovi brothers themselves, the community doesn’t come
full circle until it enters the fields of philanthropy and advocacy
– by giving back and becoming an engine for social change.
It signifies that the Iranian-American community is not just a
recipient of policy, but that we also have the right and ability
to impact the future of this country. We have a responsibility to
give back, and by doing so, also ensure that our views are taken
into account.
In fact, one of Code.org’s recent victories was the passing of
a bill in the Washington State legislature promoting computer
science in the schools. The lead sponsor of that bill was State
Representative Cyrus Habib – another Iranian-American.

“I was 16-years-old and living with my parents at the institute
my grandfather had founded 18 miles outside of Durban, South
Africa, in the middle of the sugar plantations. We were deep
in the country and had no neighbours, so my two sisters and I
would always look forward to going to town to visit friends or
go to the movies.
One day my father asked me to drive him to town for an all day
conference, and I jumped at the chance. Since I was going to
town, my mother gave me a list of groceries she needed and,
since I had all day in town, my father asked me to take care of
several pending chores, such as getting the car serviced.
When I dropped my father off that morning, he said, ‘I will
meet you here at 5:00 p.m. and we will go home together.’ After
hurriedly completing my chores, I went straight to the nearest
movie theatre. I got so engrossed in a John Wayne doublefeature that I forgot the time. It was 5:30 before I remembered.
By the time I ran to the garage and got the car and hurried to
where my father was waiting for me, it was almost 6:00 p.m.
He anxiously asked me, ‘Why were you late?’ I was so
ashamed to tell him I was watching a John Wayne western
movie that I said, ‘The car wasn’t ready, so I had to wait,’ not
realizing he had already called the garage.
When he caught me in the lie he said, ‘There’s something
wrong in the way I brought you up that didn’t give you the
confidence to tell me the truth. In order to figure out where I
went wrong with you, I’m going to walk home 18 miles and
think about it.’
So dressed in his suit and dress shoes, he began to walk home
in the dark on mostly unpaved, unlit roads. I couldn’t leave
him, so for five and a half hours I drove behind him, watching
my father go through agony for a stupid lie that I uttered.
I decided then and there that I was never going to lie again. I
often think about that episode and wonder, if he had punished
me the way we punish our children, whether I would have
learned a lesson at all. I don’t think so. I would have suffered
the punishment and gone on doing the same thing. But this
single nonviolent action was so powerful that it is still as if it
happened yesterday. That is the power of non-violence.”
– Dr. Arun Gandhi
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